
Databases
TDA357/DIT621 (4.5 hec)

Responsible: Ana Bove, tel: 1020

Friday 18th of March 2022, 8:30–12:30

Total: 60 points
CTH: > 27: 3, > 38: 4, > 49: 5 GU: > 27: G, > 45: VG

Make sure your handwriting and drawings are readable!
What we cannot read we cannot correct!

The exam has 6 questions. Make sure to turn pages! :)
Good luck!

1 SQL and Constraints (9.5 pts)

A riding school has the following relational schema for the information about their horses,
the rider (Clients) with their level of riding knowledge, the different lessons they offer
(Groups) with their day, time and level, and the clients that ride in each of the groups
(InGroups):

Horses (name, age, jump)
Clients (id, name, level)
Groups (day, time, level, jump)
InGroup (day, time, rider)

(day, time) → Groups.(day, time)
rider → Clients.id

where “jump” in horses indicates whether a horse can take part in a jump lesson or not,
and “jump” in groups whether the group is a dedicated jumping group or a normal one.

a) (4 pts) Define SQL tables for the relational schema above. The following constraints
should be part of your implementation:

• Lessons (Groups) run between Monday and Saturday, and only at 14, 15, 16, 18,
19 or 20 o’clock on week days but at 9, 10 or 11 on Saturdays.

• Possible level for both riders and non-jumping groups are 1 to 9. For jumping
groups the level information is irrelevant (and hence could be any number or even
empty).

• Make sure the age of a horse gets a positive number, and do not allow NULL values
in the attributes unless otherwise stated.
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b) (2.5 pts) To keep track of the daily planning (which horse each rider will have on each
of the lessons of the day), a new table is added with the following (partial) relational
schema:

Planning (year, week, day, time, rider, horse)

Define an SQL table for Planning. Make sure to define a good primary key and any
other necessary additional constraint (foreign keys, unique constraints, etc) including
reasonable ones for year and week.

c) (3 pts) Write an SQL query that for a particular year (say 2021), lists the number of
times (in descending order) that each of the clients rides each of the horse. Only clients
and horses that rode and were ridden during that year should be part of the answer.
The output should have 3 columns: one for the name of the rider, one for the name of
the horse, and one for the actual number.

2 More SQL and Relational Algebra (10 pts)

We continue with the same domain as in question 1 on SQL:

Horses (name, age, jump)
Clients (id, name, level)
Groups (day, time, level, jump)
InGroup (day, time, rider)

(day, time) → Groups.(day, time)
rider → Clients.id

Planning (year, week, day, time, rider, horse)

with the primary key and other constraints you defined for Planning.

a) (2.5 + 2.5 pts) Write an SQL query and a relational algebra expression that for a
particular year (say 2021), computes the average number of lessons a horse is ridden
per week. To compute the average assume the year has 52 weeks. Present the result in
decreasing order. The output should have 2 columns: one for the name of the horse,
and one for the actual number.

b) (2.5 + 2.5 pts) Write an SQL query and a relational algebra expression that for a
particular year (say 2021), lists all the horses which were ONLY ridden in advanced
groups (those with level of at least 6). Recall that jumping groups don’t actually have
a level (even if they might have a level information on the table!).
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3 Views and Triggers (9 pts)

We continue with the same domain as in question 1 on SQL:

Horses (name, age, jump)
Clients (id, name, level)
Groups (day, time, level, jump)
InGroup (day, time, rider)

(day, time) → Groups.(day, time)
rider → Clients.id

Planning (year, week, day, time, rider, horse)

with the primary key and other constraints you defined for Planning.
Propose a solution (meaning, the corresponding full SQL code) to the following tasks

that need to be performed in the riding school.

a) (3.5 pts) Keep track of the monthly fee for each of the clients. Since name does not
identify clients make sure to also have the id as part of the output and not just the
name of the client. So your output will have 3 columns: the id and name of the client,
and the fee they need to pay.
Taking part in a jumping group costs 1500 kr per month, riding in an advanced group
(those with level of at least 6) costs 1200 kr per month, otherwise the price is 1000 kr
per month. Assume clients belong to the same group during the whole month.

b) (5.5 pts) Add a new rider to a group.
Jumping groups cannot have more than 5 rider, normal groups cannot have more than
8 riders. For a jumping group, the rider should be advanced (at lest level 6), otherwise
the level of the rider should be at least as high as the level of the group.
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4 ER Modelling (11 pts)

A company needs help designing a database for managing the inventory and sale prices of
a chain of stores.

The description of the domain is as follows:

• The chain contains multiple stores, each identified by its address.

• Every product sold by the chain has its own name.

• Every store has an inventory of products in the store, that is, how many items of
each product they currently have in stock.

• Products are sold in packages of different sizes. Different products are packaged in
different sizes, for example one product could be sold in 5-packs and 10-packs, and
another product only in single packs (size 1).

• Each package size of a product has its price, so a 5-pack of a product could cost 20
and a 10-pack of the same product cost 35. The price is the same in all stores.

• Discounts could be applied to particular size packages of a product, for example the
5-packs of a certain product could have a discount but not all other size packages for
that product. Each discount should have a reduction and a description such as 25%
and “Christmas sale”. There cannot be multiple discounts on the same pack size
of a product but different size packages of the some product could have their own
discount.

• Some products have one other product as “best bought together with” that clients
are recommended to also buy, for example when the client wants to buy a particular
model of a Mac then he/she is recommended to also buy a certain external screen
to maximise the experience. In these cases, even an extra discount for the second
product is offered.

a) (6 pts) Construct an ER-diagram based on the description above. Be restrictive about
making assumptions not stated in the description.

b) (5 pts) Translate the ER-diagram into a schema. This should be an exact translation
of the solution to a) without any additional constraints.
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5 Functional and Multivalued Dependencies (11pts)

Consider this domain relation for student projects:

R(student, teacher, projectTitle, score, publicComment, hiddenComment)

The attributes student, teacher and projectTitle are unique identifiers for students, teachers
and projects respectively. The score attribute is a number, while publicComment and
hiddenComment are text values.

The domain has these requirements:

• Each student has a single project of their own.

• Teachers can assign a score to projects; multiple teachers can score each project, but
a teacher can only give a single score to any specific project.

• Teachers can add two kinds of comments to projects: public and hidden. The hidden
comments can only be seen by teachers. Any teacher can assign any number of both
types of comments to any project.

Note: Your solution should be based on the description above. Avoid making addi-
tional assumptions based on real life experience.

a) (3 pts) List three functional dependencies which cannot be derived from each other.

b) (5 pts) Normalise R to BCNF. If you use any derived functional dependencies in the
process (that is, not just the dependencies you listed above but dependencies that can
be derived from those listed above), state them here with some information on how you
derived them.

Describe the intermediate states so we can follow your normalisation process. Mark
very clearly which are the (final) relations in the BCNF schema.

Do not forget to mark primary keys and any additional secondary keys (unique con-
straints) you identify.

Hint: If you only perform a single normalisation step, your result is probably not
correct. Consider carefully which FD you start the process with or possible derived FD!

c) (1 pt) Identify at least one MVD that violate 4NF in your solution to b).

d) (2 pts) Further normalise your solution to 4NF. You do not need to repeat the whole
schema, just the parts that are decomposed. Mark primary keys in the result.
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6 JSON (9.5 pts)

The following is part of an inventory of computer components at a webstore, divided into
categories (such as GPUs, CPUs, ...). For each product, the information about manufac-
turer, model, full price and current discount for the upcoming sale is stored.

...

GPUs
Nvidia 3070GTX 11890kr 5%
AMD RX6800 13490kr 10%

CPUs
Intel i7-12700K 4590kr 30%
AMD Ryzen 5600X 2739kr 12%

Memory
Corsair LPX 32GB 1489kr 15%
Kingston Fury 64GB 2999kr 20%
Kingston Fury 128GB 4999kr 10%

...

a) (2.5 pts) Write a JSON document that encodes the data above. Make sure to keep the
same structure as the data above.
To avoid writing a big document, it is enough that the inventory in your document fully
contains just the first category (GPUs with all its products), with “...” to indicate the
rest.

b) (4.5 pts) Write a JSON schema that describes your encoding of the data that matches
the JSON document you provided in a). The schema needs to (at least) specify types
of every JSON value in your encoding and the required properties of the objects.

c) (2.5 pts) Write a JSON path query that finds those products that cost 2500kr or less
after the given discount has been applied.
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